Adds node p1 to the network, connecting it to a recently added node, and changes the reference. 
2. remove from
3. add to result a copy of add to result a copy of Transitions:
Stochastic Graph Transformation Systems Stochastic Graph Transformation Systems
Stochastic GTS Stochastic GTS SG = SG = TG, P, TG, P, ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ GTS GTS TG, P TG, P mapping mapping ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ ρ: P : P R R + + associating production rate associating production rate 
Stochastic "quantifiers" Stochastic "quantifiers"
: steady steady--state probability for state probability for
: transient probability for transient probability for [0, [0, 10] 10] disconnected disconnected )
): :
The probability of reaching a disconnected state The probability of reaching a disconnected state within 10 units of time is below 0.2. within 10 units of time is below 0.2.
The long The long--term probability of being in a disconnected term probability of being in a disconnected state is below 0. ) for for LTS generated from for x = 1, …, 10 4 , bounded to 7 peers and one registry.
Probability of network being disconnected 
